I’m delighted to present the 2011 Environment Institute Annual Report for 2011 having taken over as Acting Director of the Institute in January 2012.

I was a member of the Environment Institute’s Board for the period of this report and am thrilled to see how the strength of what was developed and initiated during 2011 is flowing through to this year and building on the results documented in this annual report.

2011 marked the third anniversary of the Institute and by the end of 2011 it had achieved, or exceeded, all its 5 Key Performance Indicators and nearly all the stretch targets set for it.

This strong foundational work has provided the backdrop for our leadership group to come together at the start of 2012 and refine future Institute aims and strategy. I’m very much looking forward to presenting the developments, as well as successes, in the collaborative delivery of results as we have refined our priorities this year.

The Institute is collectively composed of a large group of standout environmental research leaders conducting impressive and invigorating, relevant research. I hope you enjoy reading about some of this work from 2011 and I look forward to the further enhancement of our work in 2012.

Professor Bob Hill
Acting Director
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This report has been prepared for the Office of the Deputy Vice-Chancellor and Vice-President (Research), The University of Adelaide.

As of 31 December 2011 the Environment Institute had been in operation for 31 months since its launch on 4 June 2009.

This report has been compiled to address the 5 key performance indicators and directives as agreed upon by the Institute’s Board on 5 November 2009.
SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The Environment Institute exists to deliver outstanding research across Environmental Sciences. By understanding patterns and processes to derive solutions, we help enable decision-making that can meet today's and future needs.

This focus is an important priority for the University, reflecting the role of our research in society and the current state of the environment as an international priority. This requires us to develop and implement solutions for its health, our wellbeing and to sustain our economy.

To help do this, the Environment Institute puts water and climate scientists together with biodiversity, marine, landscape and genetics work, and more. We are doing this at a time when our capabilities to research and understand the issues we face are growing exponentially.

Our work spans and transcends traditional science. This approach is essential to help meet today's and future needs. For example:

- What does it look like as we act to enhance biodiversity, recognising that human greenhouse emissions mean that the climate is changing?
- How does such an understanding enable us to answer human and environmental water needs?
- How do we effectively put different areas of science and research together to better understand environmental and social systems?
- How does climate change—withstanding all the atmospheric, land, water temperature and sea interactions inherent in understanding this issue—affect ecology, food productivity and the environmental services that underpin our economy?

These are just a few of the questions demanding connected answers.

To help deliver connected answers we have specialists, working side by side, to deliver innovative, pertinent and relevant research including:

- Water
- Marine
- Biodiversity
- Conservation
- Climate change
- Impact assessment
- Landscape transformation
- Climate change resilience and adaptation
- Genetics, ancient DNA and DNA barcoding.

Our research work is detailed throughout this report. Some highlights include:

**Biodiversity discovery**

For 300 years, species identification meant describing the shape and features of animals and plants – slow and expensive work. DNA barcoding turns this on its head. Short pieces of genetic material can discover new species. On the other hand, such material can tell you which rainforest a piece of wood came from. This helps to identify illegal logging.

This knowledge can be used for sustainable trade, delivering a competitive advantage to the industries, people and companies that manage their resources for their own, and society’s, long term advantage.

**Ancient genetic clues**

Climate change means that we may face rapid changes. Animals and plants may need to adapt to these environmental changes quickly. This poses a significant challenge to us and the biodiversity that supports our food production systems. Ancient genetic material holds some clues to climate change adaptation and resilience. To uncover this, we are looking into epigenetic changes, modifications that occur in organisms without altering the underlying DNA sequence, in 30,000 year old bison bones that were discovered in the permafrost at a goldmine in Canada's Yukon.
Comparing the epigenetic fingerprints to those from today’s cattle, opens a window into how some animals may be able to adapt to rapid climate change. Understanding such fundamental processes, can generate knowledge to address food and environmental security, enhance resilience and, potentially, better manage some of the impacts of climate change. While there is no substitute for addressing greenhouse gas emissions, putting fundamental research together with predicted future conditions and impacts can deliver important benefits.

Enhancing biodiversity in a changing climate

As Australia acts on carbon emissions, scientific capabilities—focusing on climate change, biodiversity, genetics and landscape transformation – have advanced significantly in recent years. These capabilities address maintaining and improving ecosystems while also designing for the future resilience of such systems as the climate changes.

This science has the potential to assist our biodiversity programs. In particular, it is relevant to assessing complex interactions – what are likely to be the best restoration and enhancement approaches? We need to address cost, climate change resilience and future biodiversity outcomes over expansive landscapes. What project-scale outcomes could we assess today for better future results?

Relevant active research at the Environment Institute includes:
- Optimising biodiversity corridors, beyond simple linkages, for ecosystem resilience
- Monitoring the impact of climate change combined with other human-driven changes on biodiversity
- Understanding and predicting how systems will change to forecast biodiversity responses with climate change
- Quantifying potential extinction threats and enhancing our responses
- Developing logistically feasible and cost-effective ways to prevent biodiversity loss
- Investigating water use and the implications from major revegetation programs.

The future of our land – from aspiration to implementation

Regional adaptation to climate change – addressing agricultural resilience and productivity while, at the same time catering for changing market and society demands—is possible. We can mitigate against climate impacts by adapting what and how we farm, restoring and enhancing biodiversity, and focusing on where we take such actions within specific areas of the landscape.

Demonstrating technical feasibility is, however, only a first step. We also address the implementation challenges – the best ways for individuals, localities and regions to embed such knowledge, so that people and organisations act on it.

Murray River

The Coorong, Lower Lakes and Murray Mouth region is one of Australia’s largest wetland systems. Located south-east of Adelaide in South Australia, the region is of international ecological significance and is one of the Murray-Darling Basin Authority’s Living Murray Icon sites. The region hosts an economy based on agriculture, fisheries and tourism, and is the traditional country of the Ngarrindjeri nation.

Modifications to the flow regime of the Murray River have resulted in a significant change in the ecological character of the region. Currently consumptive use of water across the Murray-Darling Basin has reduced the average annual stream flow at the Murray Mouth by about 60%. Water use and a regional drought have resulted in siltation of the Murray Mouth channel to the sea and extreme hyper-salt water in the Coorong’s South Lagoon.

We helped to gather ecological information and to develop a decision-support framework to assess the effectiveness of interventions aimed at restoring and managing the Coorong and Murray Mouth.

The framework uses ecosystem-level models that allow natural resource managers to
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assess potential consequences of actions and evaluate water benefits, particularly for migratory birds and estuarine fish. The framework has been used to evaluate 20 potential longer-term climate and management scenarios for the Coorong and Murray Mouth region.

**Spencer Gulf**
The Spencer Gulf region expects to see a rapid expansion in shipping and development within ten years.

We are leading a major marine investigation on the Gulf. This work brings together essential social, economic and biophysical information to understand the Gulf’s environment. Our research will help maximise the likelihood that a significant number of major developments, currently being planned or underway, can occur without compromising the region’s fisheries and environment.

The Environment Institute’s performance measured

2011 saw the Environment Institute achieve all its Key Performance Indicators. The performance over the three years since the institute was established is detailed below. We identify key 2011 highlights and when these achievements are particularly linked to a specific centre, program or laboratory.

**KPI 1** The Environment Institute leads national and international research programs

**KPI** One major new initiative per year for first three years
- We successfully established next generation genetic sequencing at the University in 2011.
- We played a key role in establishing the Goyder Institute for Water Research that funds much of the work being undertaken by this centre.
- We are now developing and have secured industry funds for the first stage of a $20m to $50m Spencer Gulf Development Initiative. The majority of program development work occurred in 2011.
- Throughout 2011 we developed a series of proposals that seek to bring together biodiversity conservation with landscape management and ecosystem service thinking.
- In 2011 we developed a major soil carbon proposal for submission to Canberra that will bring together researchers from South Australia, Victoria, ACT, Queensland and Western Australia (with UK input).

**Stretch Targets** Lead a major funding program in each sector of the Institute by 2013
- The Terrestrial Ecosystem Research Network and Bar Code of Life research are sector leading programs with significant input and delivery through Australian Centre for Evolutionary Biology and Biodiversity (ACEBB). A 2011 highlight was the Barcode of Life conference in Adelaide.
- The initiative we are developing for Spencer Gulf is targeted to bring between $20 million and $50 million to the South Australian marine research community.
- The Australian Centre for Ancient DNA (ACAD) is an international leader in ancient DNA research.
- The Global Ecology Laboratory’s (GEL) modelling related to climate change, biodiversity and biosecurity has established an international leading reputation for such climate change impact and evidence consideration.
- Water research work, led by the Water Research Centre, is being sought out to assist with water research in China.

**Stretch Target** International partnership established by 2013
- A series of collaborative international arrangements are in place and are influential in the success of programs and projects highlighted above and following.
KPI 2 The Environment Institute builds new strategic relationships

KPI Several relevant state government agencies have joint appointments with EI by 2010
- Several joint appointments have been made with the Department of Environment, Water and Natural Resources.

KPI One new centre created within the EI by 2009
- We have established the Centre for Energy Technology (CET).
- We have established the Water Research Centre (WRC).
- In the near future, we expect to establish further new centres.

KPI Some base level funding received by 2010
- We have secured corporate funding for the Centre for Energy Technology.
- We have secured a corporate collaboration that is funding the development of a Spencer Gulf Development Initiative.

Stretch Target Significant relationships formed with national government agencies, at least one ASX200 company and international research centres
- Through the Spencer Gulf Development Initiative, ancient DNA genetic history work, ACEBB Gene Bank of Australasia, climate change and biodiversity work, Natural Resource Management and Landscape Futures engagements, we have formed significant relationships with key companies and the Australian Government. This work, by its very nature, is ongoing.

Stretch Target External, base level funding of $500k pa by 2011
- Untied endowment for base funding was a stretch and difficult to meet despite succeeding with approximately 50% of this target.

Stretch Target Demonstrated influence on the structure of curriculum and operations within the University
- Engagement includes bringing a policy research focus to the University’s course on Environmental Issues and the development of the Master of Carbon Management core courses (Business and Resource Management offered by the University of Adelaide’s Business School). In addition, nearly all Environment Institute researchers and staff teach at least one subject and/or supervise a significant number of post graduate students – largely at Ph.D level.

KPI 3 Research income growth at an annual compound rate of 15%

Required progress 15% target achieved by 2011 and beyond from 2009
- Achieved - details on grants and statistics are later in this annual report.

Stretch target Double research income by 2013
- We are on track to double the research income associated with Environment Institute scientists by 2013.

KPI 4 Government policy and investment in the private sector is demonstrably influenced

Required Progress Advice sought and preferably State Government policy influenced as a result of EI
- We are routinely consulted by State and Commonwealth Government agencies on a wide range of issues. Arguably our greatest engagement is in the water sector and in the development of natural resource management policies, plus strategic thinking on the impacts of climate change on biodiversity, resilience, pest emergence and refugia.

Required Progress Major new investment in infrastructure by private sector using know how developed by EI by 2011
- Investment based on the CET solar thermal hybrids and algae biofuel programs,
plus timber source tracking using DNA Barcoding at ACEBB, are leading programs for private sector development.

**Stretch Target**  National and international government policy changed as a result of EI research
- A number of water management policies at state and national level have been impacted by EI research including Murray-Darling Water management and accounting for the use of water by forest plantations.

**KPI 5 The Environment Institute increases the recognition of its research**

**Required Progress** Maintain current media profile, recognition of research excellence
- We have excelled in this area with significant quality written media, social media and recognition in the academic community. Statistics are later in this report.
- Environment Institute centre and program directors are sought out as speakers for international conferences. A tangible measure of this impact was the hosting of the Barcode of Life conference in Adelaide - the only time this conference has been held in the Southern Hemisphere.

**Stretch Target** National and international research awards and significant increase in international media recognition
- Mike Young, Barry Brook, Corey Bradshaw, Andy Lowe have all won national awards.

**Management**

The Environment Institute Advisory Board in 2011 consisted of:

- Dr Steve Morton, CSIRO Group Executive, Manufacturing, Materials and Minerals (Chair, commenced in June 2011)
- Paul Duldig, Vice-President, Services and Resources, University of Adelaide (Chair until June 2011)
- Professor Bob Hill, Executive Dean of the Faculty of Sciences, University of Adelaide
- Professor Peter Dowd, Executive Dean of the Faculty of Engineering, Computer and Mathematical Sciences, University of Adelaide
- Pauline Gregg, Head of CSR and Public Affairs at St George Bank
- Carl Binning, Vice-President for Sustainability, BHP Billiton
- Professor Mike Young, Executive Director of the Environment Institute

The Board met twice during 2011, in June and December.
Environment Institute Centres and Programs

Biodiversity and Conservation

Australian Centre for Ancient DNA (ACAD)
www.adelaide.edu.au/environment/acad
Director Alan Cooper

Australian Centre for Evolutionary Biology & Biodiversity (ACEBB)
www.adelaide.edu.au/environment/acebb
Director Andrew Lowe

Biodiversity, Conservation and Climate

Global Ecology Laboratory
www.adelaide.edu.au/environment/climate
Directors Barry Brook & Corey Bradshaw

Energy

Centre for Energy Technology (CET)
www.adelaide.edu.au/environment/energy
Director Graham (Gus) Nathan

Envisioning, Water, Land and Sea Futures

Landscape Futures Program
www.adelaide.edu.au/environment/lfp
Director Wayne Meyer

Marine Biology Program (MBP)
www.adelaide.edu.au/environment/mbp
Director Bronwyn Gillanders

Water Research Centre (WRC)
www.adelaide.edu.au/environment/wrc
Director Justin Brookes
Adapted future landscapes: from aspiration to implementation ($3.5m)

**Funding** Climate Change Adaptation Research Grant (2012-2013)

**Status** Pending

**Lead** Professor Wayne Meyer

The University of Adelaide will work with the Eyre Peninsula and SA Murray-Darling Basin Natural Resources Management Boards to generate new regional plans to integrate changes in climate with environmental management, production and community goals. The results of this research will also inform work under the Clean Energy Future plan to incorporate

An integrated tool for informing pest management: modelling range shifts for an invasive vertebrate in response to climate change ($575k)

**Funding** ARC Linkage Projects

**Status** Pending

**Lead** Dr Damien Fordham, Assoc. Professor Phillip Cassey, Professor Barry Brook, Mr Gregory Mutze

Invasive species and climate contribute directly to loss of biodiversity and economic productivity. This research project focuses on providing user-orientated tools that enable a strategic approach to European rabbit management and vertebrate pest control in Australia in response to anticipated climate and land-use change.

AusBASE ($35m)

**Funding** Commonwealth

**Partners** Atlas of Living Australia, holders of National Biological Collections (approx. 30), Australian Barcode of Life Network

**Status** Pending

**Lead** Professor Andrew Lowe

Professor Andrew Lowe has developed a major funding proposal for a national DNA barcoding program. The proposed program outlines the establishment of the Australia Barcoding and Systematic Encyclopaedia (AusBASE). This national five year program would require an estimated $35 million in Commonwealth funding that would be distributed across 30 key institutions to liberate information stored in biological collections. This effort would include the digitisation of existing collection information and sub-sampling of collection specimens for DNA analysis. Professor Lowe is working closely with the Atlas of Living Australia and Australian Barcode of Life Network to further develop this proposal.
### Australian Solar Institute
**Funding** Australian Solar Institute  
**Partners** Heliotherm and other partners under negotiation  
**Status** An amended bid is set to be resubmitted in round 3  
**Lead** Professor Graham (Gus) Nathan

Two bids are under development for the third round, following feedback from the first and second rounds. One of these is for a novel solar-combustion hybrid technology being developed by Centre for Energy Technology, and the other is for solar gasification of coal. Support for the first of these will be strengthened by the recent announcement of a successful ARC Linkage Grant on the same technology. The formal call for the expression of interest was due at the end of June. Funding announcements for the third round of ASI are anticipated in December.

### Bad tastes, odours and toxins in our drinking water reservoirs: are benthic cyanobacteria the culprits? ($465k)
**Funding** ARC Linkage Projects  
**Status** Pending  
**Lead** Assoc. Professor Justin Brookes, Professor Andrew Humpage, Assoc. Professor Michael Burch, Assoc. Professor Paul Monis, Professor Tsair-fuh Lin

Cyanobacteria (blue-green algae) produce toxins and bad tastes that contaminate drinking water sources, cause public concern about water quality. This project will address a critical knowledge gap by investigating species that grow on the sediments of reservoirs, thus providing more comprehensive management solutions to the water industry.

### Building resilience into the lower Murray swamps through exploration of experimental land use options ($555k)
**Funding** Department For Water - Riverine Recovery package  
**Partners** University of Adelaide Consortium  
**Status** Pending  
**Lead** Associate Professor Justin Brookes

A multidisciplinary exploration of land use options for riverine recovery in the lower Murray swamps, including social, spatial and ecological parameters.
MAJOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS - IN DEVELOPMENT

From organo-mineral nanocomposite to Australian basins: an integrated approach to unconventional gas exploration and development ($750k)
Funding ARC Linkage Projects
Status Pending
Lead Professor Martin Kennedy, Dr Rosalind King, Professor David Dewhurst, Dr Simon Holford

Gas production from unconventional shale reservoirs is a potential major energy boom in Australia that will lower carbon emissions over comparable coal and oil use. The geological controls of shale are currently too poorly understood to direct effective exploration. This project will be the largest international effort to develop this knowledge.

Heat transfer in novel solar thermal reactors to process minerals and solar fuels ($500k)
Funding ARC Discovery Project
Status Pending
Lead Professor Graham (Gus) Nathan

The project will develop new design tools for optimising novel solar reactors for the production of solar fuels and for low emission minerals processing. It will enable substantial cost reductions in these technologies and establish a unique and leading program in solar power tower technology within Australia.

Human ancient DNA (~$600k)
Funding ARC Future Fellowship
Partners American and European laboratories & Australian museums
Status Pending
Leads Professor Alan Cooper, Doctor Wolfgang Haak

To build upon the collaborations formed through participation in the Genographic Project, ACAD is looking to increase its capacity for human ancient DNA research through supporting the development of the early-career researcher Doctor Wolfgang Haak. Wolfgang is an expert in ancient human DNA and the evolution of our species. ACAD will look to expand its operation by supporting Wolfgang in his international research collaborations. This is an important step for ancient DNA research in Australia as this field has traditionally been dominated by European and American laboratories. Unique opportunities exist in Australia to examine the history of our Indigenous populations and that of our closest neighbours.
Identifying NGOs for investment strategies (~$5m)

**Funding** TBA

**Status** Pending

**Lead** Professor Andrew Lowe

The Australian Centre for Evolutionary Biology and Biodiversity has employed Simon Habel, Director of Conservation Ark at the Zoological Society of South Australia, to conduct a scoping exercise on NGO and industry funding opportunities for biodiversity and ecosystem management. Simon has previously held the position of Vice President Global Support with the World Wildlife Fund. Simon is working closely with members of the Environment Institute to map our research strengths to the needs of NGOs.

Investigation of the coupled dependence of concentrated solar radiation and combustion in a novel solar hybrid technology ($1m)

**Funding** ARC Linkage Projects

**Status** Approved

**Lead** Professor Graham (Gus) Nathan

This project will develop the models necessary for the optimisation of a novel solar-combustion hybrid technology and a novel heat exchanger component. It will deliver a solar thermal technology that lowers the cost of solar energy with immediate potential in off-grid sites, such as in remote mines, in Australia and throughout the world.

Landscapes for Life (~$5m)

**Funding** Various including the Potter Foundation and South Australian Local Government Association

**Status** Pending

**Leads** Professor Wayne Meyer, Professor Andrew Lowe, Professor Barry Brook, Professor Corey Bradshaw, Professor Bronwyn Gillanders, Professor Randy Stringer, Professor Mike Young

World Heritage Sites bring economic, social and cultural benefits to their communities, along with global prestige, new business opportunities, and potential ‘reputation premiums’ for local products. There are also outcomes such as increased investment and enhanced local pride, place and identity. Only a handful of the 890 listed World Heritage Sites focus on agricultural landscapes; few of those are ‘working agrarian landscapes’. We are building a case to intensively research a mosaic of agrarian landscapes, from the Clare Valley to the Fleurieu Peninsula, which would culminate in an application for World Heritage status.
Spencer Gulf ($Negotiations progressing)

**Funding** $240k from Fisheries Research and Development Corporation + $240k from industry

**Partners** SARDI

**Status** Pending

**Leads** Professor Bronwyn Gillanders, Professor Corey Bradshaw

Support is being sought by a consortium of industry and research providers to explore development options in Spencer Gulf to maximise the commercial, ecological and cultural potential of the surrounding region. The project seeks to provide pragmatic solutions to support the rapid development of mining ventures in the north. A focus is placed upon minimising the environmental impacts on the Spencer Gulf ecosystem while allowing for the maintenance of fisheries and expansion of aquaculture. This cross institutional program would provide information to decision makers such as where to locate new ports, logically sizing infrastructure, dredging, location of aquaculture zones and management of invasive species and zoning of marine parks.
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Adelaide Airport ($750k)
**Funding** Adelaide Airport (2011-2013)
**Partners** Adelaide Airport
**Lead** Professor Graham Nathan

The Adelaide Airport aims to become an Australian leader in clean energy use thanks to a new three-year, $750,000 partnership with the University of Adelaide’s Centre for Energy Technology. Members of the Environment Institute will investigate renewable energy generation both on and off site, including wind and solar energy; novel methods to reduce energy from heating, cooling and lighting; alternative approaches for ground transportation; and adapting new technologies to Adelaide Airport’s unique facilities and requirements.

ARC Super Science Fellowships ($557k)
**Funding** ARC Super Science Fellowships (2011-2014)
**Leads** Professor Andrew Lowe, Professor Corey Bradshaw, Professor Anton van den Hengel, Professor Barry Brook, Professor Alan Cooper

Two fellowships have been awarded to the Environment Institute to examine environmental DNA barcoding and genomics, and develop methods for rapid visual analysis of ecosystem change and improved climate change modelling approaches. Improving the forecasts of ecosystem shifts must be a key focus of future ecological research if we are to preserve our unique Australian landscapes. The damage modern human societies are inflicting on global environments has led to a great demand for logistically-feasible and cost-effective ways to prevent biodiversity loss, issues that will be addressed by these fellows.

A shipload of consequences: studying the impact of Old World diseases on native South American populations via ancient DNA ($360k)
**Funding** ARC Discovery (2010-2012)
**Lead** Doctor Wolfgang Haak

This pioneering project will give the first real-time picture of the genetic changes induced by epidemics in human populations. This will reveal important new information about the likely impact of future epidemics on the genetic diversity of the immune system in modern human populations. It will be of substantial use in building epidemiological models. By proposing to combine state-of-the-art science with global problems of humanity, we will address Australia’s interests in expanding scientific expertise beyond its borders and place Australia at the leading edge of disease impact studies.
A new flood design methodology for a variable and changing climate ($342k)

**Funding** ARC Discovery (2010-2012)

**Lead** Professor Martin Lambert

The extreme temporal and spatial variability of Australia's rainfall affects the quantity and quality of water resources, the productivity of agricultural systems, and aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. Given the impact of extreme events such as floods and the massive investment in water related infrastructure, evaluation of these risks is an issue of national economic and environmental significance. Monte Carlo simulation techniques will quantify the risks associated with current and future climate change, and the combined risks that come from multiple sources, such as from coastal tides and storm runoffs. This research will provide a new spatial framework for calculating risk as well as tools to evaluate flood risk.

Biodiversity and population genetics of groundwater calcrete ecosystems of central Western Australia ($500k)

**Funding** ARC Linkage (2010-2013)

**Partners** Minara Resources Limited, South Australian Museum, Western Australian Museum

**Leads** Professor Andrew Austin, Assoc. Professor Steve Cooper

This project is documenting a unique subterranean ecosystem of world acclaim that represents a significant component of the biodiversity of the Australian arid zone. It is contributing to the sustainable management of groundwater ecosystems and providing information that can be used to predict and monitor how future water use and climate change may impact on these ecosystems. Results generated will provide the knowledge base required to improve the efficiency and scientific rigour of the environmental review process for major resource projects, leading to economic benefits for the mining and environmental consultancy industries, and to Australia in general.

Capturing Proteus: 65 million years of ecosystem change revealed through evolution of Proteaceae in Australasia ($330k)

**Funding** ARC Discovery Grant (2011-2013)

**Leads** Doctor Gregory Jordan, Assoc. Professor Timothy Brodribb, Professor Robert Hill

By assessing past changes in the iconic Australian plant family Proteaceae, this research will show how the Australasian vegetation has responded to 65 million years of profound landscape and climate changes. This knowledge from the past will give important insights into how ecosystems can be expected to change under future climate scenarios.
**Detailed understanding of the behaviour of soot in, and emission from, turbulent flames and fires ($504k)**

**Funding** Arc Discovery (2010-2012)

**Lead** Professor Graham (Gus) Nathan

Combustion processes creating soot have been widely employed for many years. Their great complexity puts them beyond present capacity to understand or reliably model such processes. Within a flame, soot plays an important role in radiant heat transfer, and hence in energy efficiency. Beyond a flame, soot can either be emitted as an unwanted air pollutant or as a desirable source of nano particles, depending on the application. The benefits to society from improved understanding and predictive capability include reduced air pollution; improved health and safety; increased efficiency in the utilisation of both fossil and alternative fuels; the support of the rapidly growing sector employing carbon nano particles; and increased fire safety.

**Developing best practice approaches for restoring forest ecosystems that are resilient to climate change ($405k)**

**Funding** Arc Linkage (2012-2014)

**Partners** Australian Carbon Biosequestration Initiative Ltd, Greenfleet, Greening Australia (SA) Ltd, SA Water, Trees For Life Inc

**Leads** Professor Andrew Lowe, Professor Barry Brook, Professor Corey Bradshaw

Existing restoration practices for forests tend to rely on ad hoc rules of thumb that lack a firm scientific basis and risk failure due to climate change. This project will model biodiversity, genetic and growth performance data to develop best practice restoration guidelines for forest ecosystems to enable them to become resilient to climate change and maximise biodiversity and carbon capture outcomes.

**Development of a diagnostic microarray to detect aneuploidy in single cells ($240k)**

**Funding** Arc Linkage Grant (2010-2012)

**Partners** Geneworks, Reproductive Health Science

**Leads** Associate Professor Frank Grutzner, Mr Robert King, Doctor Dean Male

Incorrect chromosome number is one of the most common genetic abnormalities in newborns and in cancer. Accurate diagnosis of chromosomal defects from minimal starting material and single cells is still challenging but has many applications for diagnosing human cancers, in prenatal diagnosis and assisted reproductive technology. This study seeks to develop better ways of amplifying DNA from single cells and more sensitive tests to detect chromosomal imbalance. This research will also provide emergent applications for powerful new sequencing technology for use in both research and product development.
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DNA and the missing: ancient DNA and advanced forensic identification ($693k)
Funding ARC Future Fellowship (2010 - 2014)
Lead Dr Jeremy Austin

Identifying the remains of missing persons, disaster victims and war dead is of major social and cultural importance and has significant implications for national and international justice systems. This project is applying expertise in the analysis of ancient DNA to build capacity within Australia to identify highly degraded human remains. This research will be conducted in Australia’s own purpose built Ancient DNA laboratory maintained by ACAD. During 2010, ACAD completed four consulting contracts for the DNA analysis of human remains for interstate and Commonwealth Government clients, private companies and the general public. This area of research holds promise for the generation of a non-traditional funding stream and the Centre is looking to partner with biotech companies to develop tailor-made forensics protocols specific to their DNA sequencing platforms.

Early warning of cyanobacteria blooms in drinking water reservoirs by means of evolutionary algorithms ($360k)
Funding ARC Linkage (2009-2012)
Partners SA Water & South East Queensland Water
Lead Associate Professor Friedrich Recknagel

The estimated economic cost of cyanobacteria blooms to Australia is $150 million per annum. Early warning of cyanobacteria blooms will allow water managers to conduct preventive and operational controls in reservoirs and water works, and significantly lower the public health risks and costs of monitoring and treatment. Resulting early-warning systems will be novel prototypes for cyanobacteria blooms in drinking water reservoirs based on forecasting models adaptable to environmental and climate change. Model-based scenario analysis will also assist in informed decisions on effects of drought, injection of recycled water and global warming to cyanobacteria growth.

Ecology, physiology and phylogeography: an integrated approach to the study of the invasive marine green macroalga Caulerpa taxifolia in Australia ($524k)
Funding ARC Linkage (2009-2012)
Partners Department of Primary Industries and Resources of South Australia
Lead Doctor Carlos (Fred) Gurgel

The green marine macroalga Caulerpa taxifolia is one of the world's worst invasive species. In Australia, ‘exotic strains’ of this alga are a listed pest species. Invasions in NSW and SA have caused environmental harm and managing them has cost $10 million since 2000. This linkage project will integrate ecology, physiology and genetic analyses to provide data to better respond to this pest, potentially savings millions of dollars per year. We will produce the first empirical evidence of the effects of climate change and ocean acidification on this marine pest, in the context of increasing coastal human populations.
Environmental genomics: mining, climate change, water, crime and health ($1.26m)

**Funding** ARC Linkage (2009-2012)

**Partners** Australian Federal Police, Institute of Medical & Veterinary Science, Australian Water Corporation Centre, SA Water, Department of Primary Industries and Resources of South Australia, Department for Environment & Heritage (now Department of Environment and Natural Resources), Australian Genome Research Facility, Biomatters Ltd & South Australian Museum

**Lead** Professor Alan Cooper

The new environmental genomics approach will employ high-powered genome sequencing systems to perform some of the first detailed genetic studies of Australian environments. The resulting high-resolution data will comprise a genetic audit, providing essential information for the accurate measurement of climate and environmental change. This method will dramatically improve the speed and power of environmental impact assessments, permitting responsible resource development with major benefits to industry and the economy. It will also create new tools to improve water management and quality, biosecurity, forensics/policing and human health, as reflected by the diverse range of industry partners supporting this project.

Frequency domain micro-reflection processing for pipe condition assessment ($372k)

**Funding** ARC Discovery (2010-2012)

**Lead** Professor Angus Simpson

Over the coming years, many millions of dollars will be spent on upgrading deteriorated pipeline infrastructure that is part of water distribution systems all over Australia. Determining the condition of buried pipes is very difficult and expensive. This research will solve that problem. We will develop powerful numerical methods for non-invasive pipe condition assessment. Small controlled transients will be input by a specially designed signal generation device that can determine the condition of the inside of the pipe. These new techniques will be cost-effective, accurate and able to cover very long distances of pipe.

From biodiversity to health: performing the first genetic audits of Australia ($900k)

**Funding** ARC Future Fellowship (2009-2013)

**Lead** Professor Alan Cooper

This project is establishing a new technology for the rapid measurement of environmental biodiversity, whether that be in natural resources such as forests, or pathogens in water supplies or hospitals. The method is fast, low-cost and provides much higher resolution than current methods. It will provide some of the first ever comprehensive environmental impact assessments using such techniques, and thus assist responsible resource development with major benefits to industry and the economy. It also provides a common platform for government agencies (including agencies from the South Australian Department of Environment and Natural Resources to the Federal Police). It will create new tools to improve water management, biosecurity, forensics/policing and human health. The wide reach of the research is reflected in the range of industry partners supporting the project.
Goyder Institute for Water Research — Environmental Water
**Funding** South Australian State Government 2010-2014
**Partners** CSIRO, University of South Australia, Department For Water, Department of Environment and Natural Resources, Flinders University
**Lead** Associate Professor Justin Brookes

Mike Young, Justin Brookes and Graeme Dandy were key proponents in the formation of the Goyder Institute for Water Research that was formally announced on 27 May 2010. Working closely with the Chief Scientist, CSIRO, DFW, the University of South Australia and Flinders University, the Water Research Centre is preparing a number of research submissions under the guidance of Justin Brookes. The centre plans to apply for funding in the areas of environmental and urban water management. For more information visit [http://goyderinstitute.org/](http://goyderinstitute.org/).

Integrating molecular and morphological data for generic delimitation and species identification in Lauraceae ($150k)
**Funding:** ABRS postdoctoral fellowship grant (2009-2011)
**Leads:** DM Crayn, M Rossetto, PH Weston, JG Conran, S Madriñán, H van der Werff, B Hyland, B Gray

Lauraceae is a large plant family of c. 50 genera and 3000 species widely distributed mostly in the tropics and subtropics from lowland to montane regions. Lauraceae is notorious for: a) the difficulty of identifying sterile material; b) existence of numerous species complexes; c) classificatory instability, especially the delimitation of genera (various modern authors recognise 43-52 genera); and d) dissection of widespread species into ‘geopolitical endemics’. Molecular approaches can help address each of these problems: a) DNA barcoding accurately and efficiently discriminates Neotropical Lauraceae species that cannot be separated using sterile morphology alone; b) molecular systematics has established the broad phylogenetic framework for Lauraceae and provided a proven methodology (e.g. informative loci) and context for efficiently placing the Australian taxa; and c) population genetics methods rigorously test species boundaries by

Kelp forest ecosystems near and far: putting a new theory explaining dynamic ecological systems to the test ($895k)
**Funding** ARC Future Fellowship (2010 - 2014)
**Lead** Professor Sean Connell

Few, if any, ecological models account for the biological diversity and observed vulnerability of ecosystems at a molecular to whole-ocean scale. This project is investigating kelp forests in ways that integrate previously disparate approaches to the study of ecosystems. This is to prove the value of a novel framework for understanding how broad scale and local phenomena interrelate to maintain the diversity and function of ecosystems, or, alternatively, to provoke their decline, transition or collapse. This new conceptualisation of ecosystem processes will assist managers to assess the consequences of their management decisions, highlighting the effects of external stimuli on normally robust systems.
Mesozoic Austral biodiversity: research and regional museum applications ($600k)

**Funding** ARC Linkage (2010-2012)

**Partners** Monash Science Centre, South Australian Museum, Flinders University, Queensland Museum, Australian Opal Centre, Australian Age of Dinosaurs at Winton & the Outback Gondwana (Eromanga) Foundation in western Queensland

**Lead** Associate Professor Michael Lee

The impact of environmental alteration on Australia’s biodiversity has poorly understood long-term effects. This project examines the controversial biogeography and evolution of Australia’s biodiversity during the Age of Dinosaurs (mid-Cretaceous ~100 MYA) and their adaptational responses to climatic change. Fossils readily capture the public imagination and thus help promote complex scientific concepts in the global media. This project raises awareness about sustainable use of non-renewable fossil resources through public education and ecotourism fieldwork programs. These will help generate local interest and thus protection of sensitive fossil localities by highlighting them as lucrative tourism assets for regional communities.

Multi-model predictions of ecosystem flux under climate change based on novel genetic and image analysis methods ($556k)

**Funding** ARC Super Science Fellowships (2011-2014)

**Leads** Professor Andrew Lowe, Professor Corey Bradshaw, Professor Anton van den Hengel, Professor Barry Brook, Professor Alan Cooper

The loss of biodiversity as a result of human modification to ecosystems is accelerating to human society’s own detriment. We will use new genetic and historical photo-point methods to assess the diversity and uniqueness of South Australian biota. In support of the Terrestrial Ecosystem Research Network, these expansive biodiversity assessment databases will be combined with state-of-the-art projection techniques to ascertain the most realistic future of Australia’s unique and highly threatened biodiversity. The tools we will develop will help determine the best approaches to managing landscapes for biodiversity maintenance while continuing productive human land uses.

Phylogeography and host specificity of stemborer parasitoids: essential components for the pre-emptive biocontrol of sugarcane pests in Australia ($621k)

**Funding** ARC Linkage (2009-2012)

**Partners** Bureau of Sugar Experiment Stations Limited & South Australian Museum

**Lead** Professor Andy Austin

Stemboring insects cause huge economic losses to the sugar industry worldwide but fortunately these pests are largely absent from Australia, in part because quarantine measures have prevented their introduction. However, given their proximity, incursion of foreign stemborers from Asia pose a serious threat to Australian sugarcane. This study will 1) develop molecular diagnostic tools to select wasp biocontrol agents that are suitable for the control of specific foreign stemborer pests, and 2) evaluate whether any Australian native wasps have the ability to kill foreign stemborers.
Range dynamics and demographics of spatially structured populations under global change ($393k)

**Funding** ARC Discovery (2010-2012)

**Lead** Doctor Damien Fordham

Why are particular species present in some locations, but not others? This is a simple, fundamental ecological question yet, surprisingly, our answers on this point remain far from complete. Using an integrated, systems based approach, Damien is determining the interplay between: (1) birth, death and movement rates, (2) species interactions, and (3) the constraints of the physical environment (temperature, rainfall, soil type), which determine the limits of species' ranges. Our models will provide Australian conservation managers with a novel, validated toolbox to explore the trade-offs and synergies that are inherent in trying to adapt to climate change and other stressors on biodiversity.

Reef Rescue Marine Monitoring Program – ‘Inshore Seagrass Monitoring’ ($2.6m)

**Funding** GBRMPA (Reef Rescue) (2006-2014)

**Leads** Professor Michelle Waycott and Doctor Len McKenzie

The Great Barrier Reef’s inshore seagrasses are being monitored as part of the Reef Rescue Marine Monitoring Programme. Information from the program is being used to assess the long-term effectiveness of management actions in reversing decline in water quality of the GBR Marine Park. Since 2005, inshore seagrasses have been monitored across the six Natural Resource Management regions adjacent to the GBR World Heritage Area, south of Cooktown. Inshore seagrasses are currently monitored sub-regionally (habitats) at 30 sites using Seagrass-Watch as the basis. Results from the monitoring report annually on seagrass status and are incorporated into a report card for the health of the Great Barrier Reef.

Resolving the systematics of stygobitic Amphipoda (Crustacea) using morphology and genetic analyses: The Melitidae and Paramelitidae of central Western Australia ($368k)

**Funding** ABRS and the Hermon Slade Foundation (2011-2014)

**Leads** Doctor Rachael King, Associate Professor Steve Cooper

This project will provide a comprehensive taxonomic treatment of poorly known stygobitic amphipod crustaceans, dominant members of a recently discovered and internationally significant underground fauna in the Pilbara, Western Australia. A modern approach incorporating morphology and molecular data will be used to define species boundaries. New genera and 30-50 new species will be described, six genera and 30 species revised, and an illustrated interactive key developed for species identification. The outcome will be information on the biodiversity of a fauna that is critical for environmental assessments and conservation management, from a region where there is considerable resource development and exploration.
**Single molecule sequencing technologies ($900k)**

**Funding** Bioplatforms Australia, with co-investment from the Environment Institute

**Partners** Australian Genome Research Facility & Bioplatforms Australia

**Status** Secured, MOU & Contracts to be finalised in 2011

**Leads** Professor Alan Cooper, Professor Mike Young, Professor Steve Donellan

In collaboration with Bioplatforms Australia and the Australian Genome Research Facility (AGRF), the Environment Institute has secured funding to place Australia’s first single molecule sequencer in Adelaide. The machine will be located at the Adelaide node of AGRF, with Environment Institute members having privileged access to the technology during the first 12 months of deployment and guaranteed reductions in service fees and access to the technology thereafter. It is anticipated that this project will be in progress during 2011. A bid for an additional $330,000 was made to the Science Innovation Panel of the South Australian Department of Further Education, Employment, Science and Technology to support a bioinformatics position for this acquisition. While gaining strong support, State budgetary constraints did not allow for co-investment in this technology in 2011. The Environment Institute continues to explore leveraging opportunities that will flow from our early adoption of this technology.

---

**Species and gene turnover across environmental gradients: a landscape level approach to quantify biodiversity and resilience for climate adaptation ($420k)**

**Funding** ARC Linkage (2011-2013)

**Partners** Royal Botanic Gardens & Domain Trust

**Lead** Professor Andrew Lowe

Biodiversity corridor planning in Australia desperately needs to progress beyond the simple linking up of remnant vegetation, based on aerial maps, and start incorporating ecosystem features which will promote climate adaptation. This project will develop a new genomics method to assess ecosystem resilience for use in national biodiversity corridor planning.

---

**Study on the genetic differentiation of remnant populations of Atriplex sp. Yeelirrie Station ($160k)**

**Funding** BHP Billiton

**Partner** BHP Billiton

**Status** Secured for 2011

**Lead** Professor Andrew Lowe

The Yeelirrie Station uranium project is one of the three most advanced uranium mining projects in Western Australia with mining in the area due to commence by 2014. This study will examine the resilience of remnant populations of Atriplex species (salt bush) flora using genetic methods. This information will be used in the ongoing management of these endangered species to ensure their existence into the future.
### Systems modelling for synergistic ecological climate dynamics ($911k)
**Funding** ARC Future Fellowship (2010-2014)
**Lead** Professor Barry Brook

This modelling program will improve forecasts of the response of biodiversity to future climate change and so improve on-ground conservation management. A systems modelling framework will be developed and tested against real-world data to integrate a wide variety of biological and geophysical inputs and so produce more realistic predictions. The work is aimed at developing more robust and accurate tools for decision-making around natural resources.

### TERN - AusPlots ($3m)
**Funding** Department of Innovation, Industry, Science and Research - National Collaborative Research Infrastructure Strategy (2010-2012)
**Lead** Professor Andrew Lowe

Andrew Lowe from ACEBB is leading the Australian Rangelands component of the Terrestrial Ecosystem Research Network funded by the National Collaborative Research Infrastructure Strategy. This program will establish 1,000 long term monitoring sites across the Australian rangelands. The Australian rangelands cover 81% of the continent and include some of Australia’s most poorly understood ecosystems. The program is providing research infrastructure, standardising monitoring protocols and making baseline measurements to establish a long-term monitoring network with key Natural Resource Management agencies across Australia. The initial field survey will involve cataloguing vegetation species in combination with their structure and cover, along with the collection of voucher specimens of plants and soils across the continent.

### TERN Eco-informatics ($4.5m)
**Funding** Department of Innovation, Industry, Science and Research - National Collaborative Research Infrastructure Strategy (2010-2012)
**Leads** Professor Andrew Lowe, Mr Craig Walker

The TERN eco-informatics program is building tools for data and information management and discovery covering Australia’s flora, fauna and biophysical properties. It is actively acquiring key, significant existing data from natural resource management custodians across the country. Outputs from this TERN facility will be used to assist and support multi-scale plot systems that include super sites, plots and transects spanning all of Australia’s ecosystems. Its long term goal is to provide a one-stop-shop for data browsing, display, extraction and analysis.
**TERN Long-term Australian Multi-scale Plot System ($12m)**
**Funding** Education Infrastructure Fund
**Lead** Professor Andrew Lowe

The TERN Long-term Australian Multi-scale Plot System (LAMPS) Facility will be responsible for coordinating a national network of terrestrial ecosystem monitoring plots and transects at multiple spatial and informational scales. The LAMPS Facility will enable a basis for understanding Australian terrestrial ecosystem community dynamics and interactions with their environment in the face of increasing localised anthropogenic disturbances as well as broad-scale climate change.

**Terrestrial biodiversity – Adaptation Research Network ($1.6m)**
**Funding** NCCARF (2009-2013)
**Lead** Professor Steve Williams

The primary goal of this network is to develop explicit and practical strategies that increase the resilience of terrestrial ecosystems and maximise their adaptive potential under climate change. This will be achieved by collating knowledge, coordinating expertise and synthesising these inputs into recommendations and frameworks that will guide the way forward for Australia to adapt to global climate change.

**The evolution and function of sex chromosomes and genes in mammalian reproduction ($710k)**
**Funding** ARC Australian Research Fellowship (5 years)
**Lead** Associate Professor Frank Grützner, Associate Professor Henrik Kaessmann

Building upon world-class research into the sex chromosomes of the platypus and echidna, this project will ensure the University’s position as the global leader in monotreme reproductive biology and genomics. As our most distant relatives, these iconic Australian species provide an understanding of human genes contributing to medical conditions involved in sexual development, infertility and ovarian cancer. An understanding of their unique biology has given, and will continue to give us, insights into the evolution of a diverse range of mammalian lineages.

**The evolution of species traits and spread during biological invasions ($789k)**
**Funding** ARC Future Fellowship (2009-2013)
**Lead** Dr Phil Cassey

Exotic species pose a dire threat to Australia’s biodiversity and natural resources due to the speed at which non-indigenous pests spread and the ecological and environmental damage they are capable of causing. This research focuses on identifying traits associated with the spread of exotic vertebrate species and modelling the reproductive and dispersal parameters among different populations. This approach provides new knowledge and is aiding in the development of innovative solutions for arresting the spread of exotic species. The project includes the validation of current models of spread, represents a major and timely addition to the national research capability on exotic species, and adds substantially to Australia’s reputation as a global leader in evolutionary ecology.
MAJOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS - IN PROGRESS

The mechanics of quiet airfoils ($282k)
Funding ARC discovery Project (2010-2012)
Lead Assoc. Professor Con Doolan

Airfoil trailing edge noise affects many technologies, from wind turbines to computer cooling fans, and must be reduced to improve productivity, public health and the environment. This project is developing a new class of quiet airfoil design and an active trailing edge noise control system to help solve this important problem. This research will provide multiple, long-term benefits to Australia that include reduced greenhouse gas emissions, reduced airport noise, new high-technology products for export and improved public health.

The origin and migration of humans using genetic evidence ($504k)
Funding National Geographic Society: National Geographic Research and Exploration Grant
Partners University of Otago, Institute Pasteur, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Lebanese American University, University of Witwaterstrand, Madurai Kamaraj University, Fudan University, University of Pennsylvania, Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, LaTrobe University
Lead Professor Alan Cooper, Doctor Wolfgang Haak

This landmark study is tracing the migration of human populations from a common African ancestor who lived 50,000 years ago. ACAD has started to publish the results of the Genographic Project with international partners. One finding indicates that the transition from a hunter-gather to a sedentary farming-based lifestyle, known to have originated in the Near East around 11,000 years ago, was spread to Europe through significant levels of migration and interbreeding by our ancient ancestors. For more information visit http://tiny.cc/farmer-migration.

Transformational diagnostics ($835k)
Funding ARC Super Science Fellowship (2011-2014)
Leads Professor Tanya Monro, Professor Alan Cooper, Professor Lois Salamonsen, Professor Robert Norman, Adjunct Professor Nigel Spooner

Australia has established world-leading capabilities in optical fibres and surface science that, when brought together, have the potential to transform applications that require non-invasive, real-time and/or portable biological detection tools. We propose a novel and ambitious suite of projects that bring together these capabilities with experts in reproductive health, forensics and explosives to solve pressing problems in each of these areas. This program has the potential to develop new industries in Australia as well as to explore rich science opportunities at the boundaries of these disciplines. One of these fellows will work closely with ACAD to develop novel forensic approaches.
**MAJOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS - IN PROGRESS**

**TREND ($1.35m)**
**Funding** Premier’s Science and Research Fund (2010-2013)
**Partners** South Australian Research and Development Institute, Department of Environment and Natural Resources
**Leads** Professor Andrew Lowe, Professor Corey Bradshaw, Doctor Peter Hayman

The TRansect for ENvironmental monitoring and Decision-making (TREND) aims to provide an early warning system for ecosystem shifts due to climate change, helping to plug a fundamental gap in our knowledge about how natural and production systems respond to this change. This will lead to improved modelling that will help inform effective management decisions for the future. The program will establish a number of long-term monitoring corridors in South Australia along marked environmental gradients. The science underpinning this program has influenced the direction of the NCRIS-funded Terrestrial Ecosystems Research Network.

**Unlocking Early Miocene climate: New Zealand in a warmer world ($835k)**
**Funding:** Royal Society of New Zealand, Marsden Grant (2009-2011)
**Leads:** DE Lee, G Wilson, A Gorman, D Mildenhall, E Kennedy, R DeConto, JG Conran

We propose to use a remarkably well-preserved high-resolution climate record recently discovered in the biogenically varied sediments of an ancient Otago lake to predict what New Zealand’s terrestrial climate and its variability might be like in a warmer world. This deposit formed ~23 million years ago when global climates were much warmer than today. We plan to drill a core through ~200 m of finely layered sediments that preserve a continuous ~200,000-year-long record of temperature, seasonality, rainfall and associated climatic oscillations, including ENSO cycles. From information recorded in the sediment layers and the exquisitely preserved leaf, fish and insect fossils, we will be able to reconstruct the changing climate and ecosystems during the lake’s existence. Our detailed data from this site can then be used to constrain global climate models for a warmer Earth, and will give insights into the potential effects of global warming on New Zealand.

**Using ancient fish ear bones to overcome the shifting baseline syndrome in freshwater fish populations ($813k)**
**Funding** ARC Future Fellowship (2011-2015)
**Lead** Professor Bronwyn Gillanders

Professor Bronwyn Gillanders has applied to the Australian Research Council to use chemical tracers in ancient (5,500 BP) through to modern fish ear bones to provide accurate information on changes in fish ecology, examining the anthropogenic and natural population decline of freshwater fish over large time scales. This internationally important research will try to resolve the inaccuracies of using fish ear bones to monitor past ecological states. Outcomes may include knowledge of how fish populations would react to altered fishing pressure and the restoration of environments.
**Many Ys in monotremes: multiple sex chromosomes and sex determination in platypus and echidna ($607k)**

**Funding** ARC Discovery (2006-2011)

**Lead** Associate Professor Frank Grützner

The unusual biology of marsupials, in particular monotremes (egg laying mammals), and their ancient relationship to humans make them a unique model for understanding the evolution of the mammalian genome. This is reinforced by the discovery of ten sex chromosomes in the platypus which link mammalian and avian sexual assignment. This project is identifying new genes on these ten sex chromosomes to investigate how they determine an individual's sex. The project is helping researchers understand human sexual abnormalities and the evolution of sex genes in a diverse range of mammalian groups.

---

**A fully integrated process for biodiesel production from microalgae in saline water ($884k)**

**Funding** Asia Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate — Renewable Energy and Distributed Generation Task Force (2008-2011)

**Lead** Associate Professor Peter Ashman

This project will demonstrate the technical and economic feasibility of an integrated process for the production of microalgal oils that are suitable as a feedstock for biodiesel production. A preliminary economic feasibility study and assessment of total greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) is being carried out. This is based on the results of small-scale studies and will be followed by a second large-scale phase designed to integrate all the steps at the pilot scale. The larger scale will optimise the process over a long enough period for detailed assessment of the economics and GHG emissions. Participating partners in this project are Australia, China and India.

---

**Climate change, communities and environment: building research capability to identify climate change vulnerability and adaptation options for South Australian landscapes ($3m)**

**Funding** Premier's Science and Research Fund & Partner organisations (2009-2011)

**Partners** CSIRO Climate Adaptation Flagship, South Australian Research and Development Institute/Department of Primary Industries and Resources South Australia, Department for Water, Department of Environment and Natural Resources, SA Murray-Darling Basin NRM Board and the Eyre Peninsula NRM Board.

**Lead** Professor Wayne Meyer

The Climate Change, Communities and Environment (CCCE) project aims to understand the impact of predicted drier, warmer conditions from climate change on the health of communities and environments in South Australia. Biophysical, economic and social processes are being modelled in pilot projects for the regions of Eyre Peninsula and the SA Murray-Darling Basin to assess effective management options. This project is developing tools to evaluate balances in landscapes between continuing production and maintaining ecosystem services that support production. It has the potential for wide application across Australian landscapes and is an excellent example of a multi institutional approach to a complex landscape scale management issues.
Phylogeography, evolution and taxonomy of humanity’s greatest pest, *Rattus rattus*: epidemiological, archaeological and conservation implications ($398k)

**Funding** ARC Discovery (2009-2011)

**Leads** Professor Steve Donnellan, Professor Alan Cooper

This project is characterising a major threat to Australian biosecurity and health, while identifying the range of likely disease risks associated with introductions of different ‘strains’ of black rat. Our researchers are providing critical data for management efforts around the world, especially to strategic partners in neighbouring South-East Asian nations, as well as for conservation efforts within Australia. The data will also provide novel means to track the timing and routes of prehistoric human movements throughout the area. It is establishing strategic research collaborations between researchers in zoological, medical, epidemiological, genetics and conservation fields in a unique multidisciplinary study.

Planning for a transformed future: modelling synergistic climate change and land use impacts on biodiversity ($647k)

**Funding** ARC Linkage (2009-2011)

**Partners** Department for Environment and Heritage, Department of Water (now Department of Environment and Natural Resources), Land and Biodiversity Conservation, City of Onkaparinga & Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges NRM Board

**Lead** Professor Barry Brook

Climate change poses a dire threat to Australia’s biodiversity and natural resources due to its all-encompassing reach and the speed at which human driven changes are taking place in already heavily modified systems. The proposed research, on modelling the synergistic impacts of anthropogenic threats, will provide new knowledge and innovative solutions for protecting unique ecosystems facing severe environmental challenges this century. The validation of these new methods, which aim to capture ecological responses to global change, will represent a major and timely addition to the national research capability on climate change adaptation, and add to Australia’s reputation as a global leader in the field of ecology.

TERN OzFlux ($250k)

**Funding** Department of Innovation, Industry, Science and Research - National Collaborative Research Infrastructure Strategy (2010-2011)

**Partners** James Cook University, University of Sydney, Monash University, Northern Territory University, CSIRO & The University of Waikato, NZ

**Leads** Professor Wayne Meyer, Professor David Chittleborough

OzFlux is establishing a sustainable network and long-term data set from instrumented towers across all Australian ecosystems, measuring key energy parameters suitable for multiple ecosystem science, and modelling applications. The Landscape Futures Program established a supersite in the semi-arid mallee ecosystem north of the River Murray near Chowilla in July 2010. The site is monitoring fluxes in water vapour and carbon dioxide between the atmosphere, upper soil layers and groundwater in a mallee shrub-land community. For more information visit [http://tiny.cc/calperumtower](http://tiny.cc/calperumtower).
The history of North Stradbroke Island's wetlands: defining natural climate variability in south-east Queensland and improving ecosystem management ($324k)

**Funding**  ARC Linkage Project Grants (2009-2011)

**Partners**  Queensland Department of Natural Resources and Water, Consolidated Rutile Limited

**Lead**  *Doctor John Tibby*

South east Queensland has among the fastest growing populations in Australia. It has also experienced severe drought lasting more than a decade. These combined pressures have led to the expenditure of more than $9 billion on water resource development. However, it is not known whether the current drought is part of a natural cycle, or, importantly, if it represents the worst extremes in such a cycle. We will determine whether this is the case and, in doing so, contribute to national and international debates about the role of human induced vs natural climate change.
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The research income across the Environment Institute has continued to grow strongly driven by significant success through competitive grants. Income has also increased with the Institute’s research profile attracting established researchers to work at the university and bringing established grant funding with them.

Figure 1 shows cross Environment Institute research grant income for projects that were funded (single or multi year) during 2011.
The Environment Institute has a large presence in social media with a blog that has attracted over 36,000 views, a Twitter account with over 1400 followers and a Facebook page with over 270 likes. Through these mechanisms the institute is able to promote our researchers and the impact the research being done has on Australia and the world.

In 2011 the Environment Institute blog had 20,873 views, an increase of 8,238 views from the previous year.

The Environment Institute encourages our researchers to get involved. In 2011 we encouraged our members to share their research with the world, by contributing as a guest blogger on the Environment Institute Blog. This initiative invited postgraduate students, postdoctoral fellows, research associates and academic staff to tell us about their research and let us share their exciting work with the public and the scientific community. One of our most successful guest posts (and most popular post overall to date), was written in March 2011 by Dr John Jennings and titled ‘Cricket Plague – Should we be jumping for cover?’ To date this post has attracted 2657 views (1268 views more than the next most viewed post), and had 12 comments from the general public.

Both Barry Brook and Corey Bradshaw continue to use social media to promote their research and have developed a popular audience.

Barry Brook’s blog Brave New Climate (www.bravenewclimate.com) had 2.29 million views in 2011, with an accumulated total of 3.47 million (Aug 2008 – Dec 2011). Brave New Climate had received over 50,000 comments by the end of 2011 and 1750 subscriptions. In addition to his blog, Barry has 2723 followers on Twitter that he interacts with daily.

Corey Bradshaw’s blog Conservation Bytes (www.conservationbytes.com) had 200,000 views, 400 subscribers and 1200 comments at the end of 2011, with an accumulated total number of views of 400,000 (Jul 2008 – Dec 2011). Corey Bradshaw has also developed a large following on Twitter with 1339 followers to date.
The content on the Environment Institute website in 2011 has continued to be updated and built upon to maintain a high level of public engagement, including a focus on podcast and video materials for our audience.

In 2011, the Environment Institute website received 85,851 page views from both internal and external computers. Of this, 62,545 were unique page views (coming from a different IP address).

The graphs below show the weekly page views for external and internal audiences over 2011. The results show that the Institute has a very large number of page views from people on computers outside of the University system, with 70,959 page views externally.

**Weekly page views—external**

![Weekly page views—external graph]

**Weekly page views—internal**

![Weekly page views—internal graph]
In 2011 the Environment Institute were involved in 34 events, some of which were collaborations with government departments and other external organisations. This included bringing over Australian and international researchers to present public talks, participate in workshops and round table discussions with our members and invited guests, and encouraging research collaborations between our researchers and visiting academics.

A significant event of interest was the Fourth International Barcode of Life (IBOL) Conference, which was held at the University of Adelaide from 28 November to 3 December 2011. The Environment Institute’s Australian Centre for Evolutionary Biology and Biodiversity (ACEBB) were the main organisers of this conference, which attracted over 460 delegates from more than 50 Australian institutions and 61 countries and showcased 294 talks and 168 posters. The conference attracted unprecedented press coverage and provided a focal point for media attention to barcoding. Media reports of the conference reached 34 countries in 15 languages, with coverage by major wire services in the United States, Latin America, Europe and Asia, over 300 publications, and many radio and television interviews.

A full report of this conference is available at www.adelaide.edu.au/environment/acebb/events/2011/cbol/

The Environment Institute also collaborated with the Leaders Institute of South Australia and co-hosted a special public event together in 2011. The event, facilitated by Annabel Crabb, included a high-profile panel discussing the complex and ‘wicked’ problem of climate change and leadership. The panellists debating ‘Leadership in a Changing Climate’ were:

- Senator Penny Wong, Minister for Finance and Deregulation
- Andrew Stock, Director, Executive Projects, Origin Energy Ltd
- David Klingberg, AO-Chairman, Centrex Metals
- Right Hon. Stephen Yarwood, Lord Mayor of Adelaide
- Prof. Mike Young, Former Executive Director, University of Adelaide's Environment Institute
- David Knox, Chief Executive Officer and Managing Director, Santos Limited

Attendees at the opening plenary talk of the IBOL Conference
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Name of event</th>
<th>Speaker’s name</th>
<th>Approx. Audience</th>
<th>Link to content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>DNA Barcode of Life</td>
<td>David Schindel</td>
<td>55</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/6p4thgt">http://tinyurl.com/6p4thgt</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>Terrestrial Biodiversity Roadshow</td>
<td>Multiple speakers</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/7zq1qy">http://tinyurl.com/7zq1qy</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>Post Graduate Forum: Adelaide Next-Generation Sequencing Special Interest Group Meeting</td>
<td>Alan Cooper, Andreas Schreiber</td>
<td>8</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/7cjm25h">http://tinyurl.com/7cjm25h</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>The evolutionary genetic causes and consequences of sociality in insects</td>
<td>Michael Goodisman</td>
<td>50</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms">http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>Global patterns in microbial biogeography</td>
<td>Steven Pointing</td>
<td>45</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms">http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>Mammalian biodiversity dynamics: Inferences from adaptive radiations and species’ responses over historical time</td>
<td>Kevin Rowe</td>
<td>50</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms">http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>The role of the invasion pathway in exotic bird introductions</td>
<td>Phillip Cassey</td>
<td>40</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms">http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>The hidden and bizarre lives of octopuses: revealing cryptic diversity, behaviours and biology</td>
<td>Mark Norman</td>
<td>55</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms">http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>Four in 40: Climate change and forward predictions for management</td>
<td>Graham Green, Mark Thyer, Brad Udall, John Tibby</td>
<td>72</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/3keyks8">http://tinyurl.com/3keyks8</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>Postgraduate Forum: Young Water Professionals Workshop - Water Quality and Disaster Management</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>7</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/6yjgsht">http://tinyurl.com/6yjgsht</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>Mitigating Climate Change – How and why economists have changed their minds</td>
<td>Stephen Howes</td>
<td>150</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/3fgrpez">http://tinyurl.com/3fgrpez</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>Application of next generation sequencing in animal and plant research</td>
<td>Bruce Li</td>
<td>50</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms">http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>Making a ‘machine’ for projecting and monitoring population persistence</td>
<td>Paul Sunnucks</td>
<td>45</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms">http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>Coupling physical, sedimentological and biogeochemical processes in a stratified lake</td>
<td>Ilia Ostrovosky</td>
<td>25</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/7kvm635">http://tinyurl.com/7kvm635</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>Responding to climate change in our national interest</td>
<td>Ross Garnaut</td>
<td>830</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/3z3ak6a">http://tinyurl.com/3z3ak6a</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Held</td>
<td>Name of event</td>
<td>Speaker's name</td>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Link to content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>Ancient Seafood on Kangaroo Island: Documenting the Rise of Animals Over Half a Billion Years Ago</td>
<td>John Paterson</td>
<td>40</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms">http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>Water Wednesday—Desalination: Future directions for Australia’s world class facilities</td>
<td>Nikolay Voutchkov, David Furukawa</td>
<td>70</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/83ehyg3">http://tinyurl.com/83ehyg3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>Postgraduate Forum: Kangaroo Island Tree Planting Festival</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>10</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/6va36v7">http://tinyurl.com/6va36v7</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>Four in 40: The Changing Water Scene</td>
<td>Rob Daly, Todd Wallace, Mike Burch, Thorsten Mosisch, Fiona Paton</td>
<td>60</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/7h47svx">http://tinyurl.com/7h47svx</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>Evolution of echolocation and its use as a biodiversity monitoring tool</td>
<td>Kate Jones</td>
<td>40</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms">http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>Leadership and Climate Change Forum</td>
<td>Senator Penny Wong, David Klingberg, Andrew Stock, Stephen Yanwood, Mike Young, David Knox</td>
<td>500</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/3ebqjyt">http://tinyurl.com/3ebqjyt</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>Four in 40: Emerging Water Quality Issues</td>
<td>Sean Connell, Bayden Russell, Milena Fernandes, David Lewis, Sandy Dickson</td>
<td>60</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/7h9st9r">http://tinyurl.com/7h9st9r</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>Postgraduate Forum: 2nd National Postgraduate Training Workshop in Systematics</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>10</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/3hsldvu">http://tinyurl.com/3hsldvu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>Earth Station at WOMAD</td>
<td>Multiple Speakers</td>
<td>4000+</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/768xha8">http://tinyurl.com/768xha8</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>New approaches to resolving deep phylogenetic questions in animal evolution</td>
<td>Gonzalo Giribet</td>
<td>50</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms">http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>A review of Phylogeography and the Integration between Biologists and Earth Scientists.</td>
<td>Luciano Beheregaray</td>
<td>40</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms">http://tinyurl.com/3uzk5ms</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>Today’s opportunity in energy efficiency</td>
<td>Jim Poss</td>
<td>26</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/7dsucdn">http://tinyurl.com/7dsucdn</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>Ancient Proteins: Going beyond bulk collagen isotope analysis using Liquid Chromatography Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometry</td>
<td>Colin Smith</td>
<td>45</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/7cjt7oo">http://tinyurl.com/7cjt7oo</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>Fourth International Barcode of Life Conference</td>
<td>Multiple speakers</td>
<td>400+</td>
<td><a href="http://tinyurl.com/7x96evr">http://tinyurl.com/7x96evr</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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